WHAT’S NEXT
DOE continues to provide cost-shared
support for critical applied research to
develop the next generation of high
performance window products, and
the rating and design tools to optimize
their use. The DOE Windows Research
SubProgram directly supports the
Department’s broader goal to create
a new generation of Zero Energy
Buildings. In the not too distant future,
windows could become net energy
producers if signiﬁcant investments are
made to complete R&D and deployment
of the next generation of windows.
Low-e coatings cut the energy impacts
of the last generation of windows by
about 50percent. Current exploratory
work includes new concepts for
highly insulating windows that could
produce another doubling in the
energy efﬁciency of windows. Several
technologies are candidates for the
next generation of highly insulating
windows including vacuum glazings,
aerogel and low cost, light weight triple
glazings incorporating low-e coatings
and gas ﬁlls. Future zero energy windows
will also incorporate dynamic glazings
THE NEXT GENERATION WINDOW
Highly Insulating with dynamic
that allow for variable solar control.
SageGlass® glazings.
Currently, dynamic windows are available
in the marketplace however there still is a
signiﬁcant price premium. Future R&D
investments and economies of scale can be
combined to make these product common
in the mainstream market place. Dynamic
windows allow passive solar heat to come
in to the building in winter and reject heat in
summer, allowing for optimal solar control.

The Low-E Success Story
OVERVIEW
Low-emissivity (low-e) windows
are a shining example of how the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
has helped deliver energy-saving
technologies to the marketplace.
DOE’s contributions to the research,
development and deployment of
low-e windows have resulted in a
commercially successful, energy- and
money-saving technology. At a time
when many viewed the technical
challenge as risky, the Department
supported the initial R&D effort
to launch the technology and
validate the potential beneﬁts, while
working in partnership with private
companies to develop, reﬁne, and
demonstrate low-e windows. Without
DOE’s technical and ﬁnancial aid,
the private sector may not have
pursued what were then perceived
as high-risk, uncertain technologies.
In the years that followed initial
introduction, DOE also helped to
remove barriers that inhibited the
adoption of the new technologies
once they were commercialized.

R&D dates back to 1976, when the
Department began working with
the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL) and several
small ﬁrms. About 40 percent of
the United States’ primary energy
consumption can be tied to residential
and commercial buildings. Windows
are associated with 15 percent of this
energy use, or over 4 Quads. It’s no
secret that inefﬁcient windows lead
to higher heating and cooling use
and unnecessary lighting loads for all
buildings, and the price to building
owners can be steep: $40 billion per
year. With these numbers in mind,
DOE-sponsored research focused
on reducing heat loss through
windows, thereby cutting energy
consumption and saving money.
These cooperative R&D investments
by DOE and the private sector have
helped create more energy-efﬁcient
windows and other building envelope
components. The US has beneﬁted
as these technologies make today’s
buildings as much as 50 percent more
efﬁcient than buildings constructed
35 years ago.

What are Low-E Windows?
DOE’s support for low-e windows

Heat ﬂows through objects by
different pathways and mechanisms.
The largest energy ﬂow in windows
is by transfer of long wave radiation.
Simply put, a low-e window works
like a mirror to reﬂect radiant
heat thus reducing heat ﬂows.
Microscopically thin layers of

For more information regarding the windows program, see www.govforums.org/e&w
or contact Marc LaFrance at 202-586-9142,marc.lafrance@ee.doe.gov
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What are Low-E windows (Continued)

metals or metallic oxide bonded to
the glass surface are the key to low-e
windows. These layers are so thin
that they are virtually invisible to the
human eye. The same coatings also
reduce transmittance of ultra violet
rays which helps protect carpets,
draperies and furniture from fading.
When ﬁrst introduced, low-e
windows targeted saving energy in
cold climates so their role was to
help keep heat in the building. These
low-e coated windows allowed light
and solar heat to pass through the
glazing into the building. When
heat tried to escape through the
glass as long wave radiation, the
low-e coatings reﬂected it back into
the building. The result was the
reduction in heat loss of the window
and the amount of energy needed to
heat the building.
The same principle works in very
hot climates in the summer when the
air temperature is well above 90F.
The low-e window helps reduce heat
through the window into the space
from the warm air outside. But in
most parts of the country the largest
contributor to summer cooling
loads is not the heat from hot air
but rather the sunlight that ﬂoods
through the window. Commercial
buildings sometimes solve this
problem using reﬂective, mirror-like
glass, But most homeowners prefer
glass that looks transparent and
provides views to the outdoors.
Fortunately the sun helps solve our
problem. About half of the energy
in sunlight is visible light that we
see but the other half is short-wave

infrared radiation that is invisible
but adds to the cooling load. In the
mid-1980s window manufacturers
were able to modify the structure of
the low-e coating to reﬂect not only
the long wave thermal radiation but
the short wave radiation in sunlight
without reducing the visible light
transmittance. They were thus able
to make a coating that looked clear
but rejected about half of energy in
sunlight – thus cutting cooling loads
from windows in half as well.
The availability of different types
of low-e coatings provides options
for homeowners who want to ﬁne
tune their houses but also can be
confusing since different claims
were made about the different energy
efﬁcient window technologies. With
DOE support the industry started
a new organization, the National
Fenestration Rating Council
(NFRC) to rate and label the thermal
performance of all types of windows,
using procedures that were accurate
and fair to all the different
window products.

By checking the NFRC label you can
determine the thermal properties of the
window. The NFRC label indicates
the U-factor and Solar Heat Gain
Coefﬁcient (SHGC) for that window.
The NFRC label also contains
information on Visible Transmittance
(VT), which indicates the percent of
visible light able to pass through the
glazing, and the air leakage.
But even if you know the properties
of the windows from the NFRC label,
not everyone will understand which
windows are best to use in which
climates or orientations. The simplest
solution is to look for “ENERGY
STAR” windows. The ENERGY
STAR program establishes voluntary
standards for four main climatic zones
within the United States. If you simply
select an ENERGY STAR window
you are getting a product that is better
than the average window used in that
location. For more information and
to see the detailed requirements for
any location in the US, see www.
energystar.gov/windows.
Some homeowners want to do even
better and select the best available
technology for their housing conditions
and lifestyle. Hiring an energy
consultant is always a good strategy as
investments in high quality windows
is an important decision that can save
large amounts of money over time.
But DOE provides another option
by supporting a team that provides
design data and product information
for virtually any city in the U.S. in
a manner that can be customized to
local needs. The Efﬁcient Windows

Collaborative maintains and updates
the website (www.efﬁcientwindows.
org) that allows a homeowner to make
even better decisions about windows
for their home. And the site even
provides downloadable software to run
on your PC for those who want to dig
into the details for themselves.

The Benefits of Low-E
Windows
DOE’s low-e windows program has
delivered documented beneﬁts to
U.S. consumers. In 1973, the typical
window nationwide was clear and
single glazed; homes in northern
most states often were equipped with
double or storms windows. By 2002,
95 percent of windows sold in the
United States were double-glazed and
50 percent have low-e coatings. The
associated energy savings relative to
conventional windows are estimated to
be 30-65 percent of the window heat
loss and gain.
As reported by the National Academy
of Sciences study, DOE’s low-e
windows program has delivered
very large economic, environmental
and security beneﬁts. [The National
Academies, Energy Research at DOE:
Was It Worth It? Energy Efﬁciency
and Fossil Energy Research 1978
to 2000 (2001)] From an economic
perspective, an estimated $4 million in
DOE R&D funding was leveraged by
private sector support and will result
in roughly $8 billion in energy cost
savings over the life of the windows
installed through 2000. It is worth
noting that the Academies believe that
use of low-e glass has had a signiﬁcant

effect on improving the energy
efﬁciency of buildings, and its
overall effect is likely much larger
than the estimate. DOE estimates
that full adoption of low-e
windows in all new residential
and commercial construction
could save $2.5 billion annually
in heating and cooling costs.
Payback is typically 4 to 10 years
in retroﬁt applications and even
shorter in new construction.
DOE’s support for low-e windows
also has resulted in signiﬁcant
environmental beneﬁts. The
energy savings associated with
use of low-e have resulted in
avoided life-cycle emissions of
68 million tons of carbon, thus
contributing to efforts to slow the

impacts of global warming. Further,
full adoption of low-e windows in
all new residential construction by
2010 could save 0.45 Q annually,
further reducing environmental
impacts. Finally, low-e windows
contribute to enhancing stability
of our national energy supply and
associated economic shocks. Better
windows enhance national security
because cutting energy use results in
reduced oil dependence, especially
during winter peak demand
months in the greater Northeast
with a high use of home heating
oil. Low-e windows also reduce
natural gas usage which has had
signiﬁcant price spikes in recent
years. Also, low-e windows reduce
peak electricity demand which
is becoming a growing concern
throughout the US.
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